
The difficult economy of the last few years
has made many furniture manufacturers

consider more closely the efficiency of their
manufacturing processes in order to achieve
the best possible margins. At the high end of
the KBB market this often entails putting
difficult and time consuming manufacturing
requirements, like curved doors and curved
accessories out to specialists such as Curve
Craft.

Paul Murray (pictured right), Curve Craft’s
Managing Director comments “Bespoke
manufactures are always surprised to find that we
can manufacture solid timber, curved doors, in
matching materials and finishes far cheaper than
they can. They then consider the extensive amount
of time it takes them to manufacture a curved door
compared to a flat door and they soon realise that
to try and handle such a requirement in house
simply doesn’t make economical sense.”

At their specialist workshops located in County
Down, Northern Ireland, Curve Craft find
themselves not only working with local
manufacturers, but also, many high end brands to
include in-frame manufactures right across the UK,
taking away the strain of manufacturing curved
doors and components; an increasingly popular
feature of today’s modern, contemporary and
traditional kitchen.

Paul Murray believes that product development
and flexibility has played a large part in the
increased demand for their service. “We can do in-
frame or lay on door as well as doors in any size,
shape, profile or thickness. For manufacturer’s who
wish us to supply doors ready for them to paint, we
can supply in high quality MDF or solid maple;
anything is possible”.

Curve Craft’s flexibility is further demonstrated in
their ability to handle all of a clients curved
component requirements. Cabinets / carcases,

frames, cornice and light pelmets are all possible;
even curved glazed doors.

Curve Craft offer a 3 week delivery for
standard door sizes and just 5 weeks for non
standard sizes.

u 0044 2844832828     
uwww.curvecraft.co.uk

Ideal Bathrooms’ latest Essential
shower fittings offer the high
quality, excellent design and keen
pricing synonymous with this
range. 

Angel is a mid-priced exposed
dual control thermostatic bar
mixer traditionally styled with a
large fixed showerhead and rose.
Victoria offers the same features
with a modern twist plus head and
diverter for use as a hand shower.
At the luxury end of the market
Niagra is a concealed thermostatic
dual control fitting with a large
fixed head; while Glymur is a
concealed/built in concentric
thermostatic mixer with a large
fixed head and rose. Serio is an
exposed mini concentric
thermostatic mixer with a riser rail
and hand designed for the mid-
market sector. Venta is a
concealed/built in thermostatic
concentric mixer with riser rail and
handset for the mid to upper
sector. Narva and Ravana are
exposed thermostatic bar mixers
with riser rail and handset targeted
at the price conscious consumer.

Fila has introduced a new solvent-
free, stain-proofing protector –
FILAMP90 ECO PLUS. Launched at
Cersaie 2013, the new high
performance sealant is LEED-
approved and developed for polished
porcelain and natural stone surfaces.
It can be applied internally and
externally – with some residual
moisture - and its water-based
formula cuts application time by up to
80%. FILA MP90 ECO is also GEV-
EMICODE EC1PLUS certified and
suitable for contact with foodstuffs. 

New FILAMP90 ECO PLUS joins
Fila’s Green Line – a range of water-
based, biodegradable products that
have a very low VOC content. It
provides protection against stains,
without forming a film or altering
natural surface colour. As well as
sealing a variety of surfaces, including
tiles, vanity units and kitchen work
surfaces, FILA MP90 ECO PLUS can
also provide weather and anti-graffiti
protection outdoors. It is available in
250ml, one litre and five litre
containers; one litre of product

provides approx. 30m² coverage on
stone and 30-40m² coverage on
porcelain.

For more information about Fila’s
surface care solutions, please see
contact details below.

u 01584 877286
uwww.filasolutions.com 
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New solvent-free polished
surface protector joins
Fila Green Line

Essential shower fittings
from Ideal Bathrooms

 

u 0800 634 2600
uwww.idealbathrooms.com

Business never better for Curved
Door Specialist – Curve Craft
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